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SYNOPSIS

The Project takes its starting point in the transformation of the current Nørreport. The project sets out to
investigate if and how public domain and seamless
travel can coexist while creating a better Nørreport.
It is the vision that Nørreport should be a place of
seamless travel in combination with recreational facilities from which people can enjoy and experience
the diversity of people.
The concept evolves on the creation of a central flow
space with adjacent tribunes whichis connected to a
recreational band along the historical park axis. As a
result of this a New Nørreport is created, a Nørreport
of seamless travel and recreational opportunities.
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PREFACE

This study is a result of a 1st semester master project in urban design, Architecture & Design, Aalborg
University. The project concerns the transformation
of Nørreport Station in Copenhagen.
The report is divided into 6 main sections: Introduction, analysis, concept, design, presentation and recapitulation. All diagrams are produced by the group.
The images are a mix of own production and the Internet.
This project is a competitive response to the “Design
competition brief” arranged in 2009, and focuses
mainly on the outline design.
The project consists of two reports: A main study ‘The
New Nørreport’ and a process study. The main study
shows the creation of the New Nørreport from in a
chronological order. The process study shows the design process and experimentations in seven phases
from sketching to spacial designing. Through the
reading the main report refers to the process study.
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INTRODUCTION

THE NETWORK CITY

SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT OF
COPENHAGEN
Copenhagen has since its founding in year 1167
gone through different ideals of urban planning that
has shaped the city towards its current form. The historical core of the city was build between the founding and year 1856 (denstoredanske.dk, 2010). Until
then, the city was placed all inside a city wall and
later ramparts.
An industrial revolution starting in year 1800 initiated a heavy urbanisation. New technological breakthroughs created a need for less hands needed in
agricultural production in the rural regions, which
coursed people to seek into the cities to find jobs in
the growing industry. In Denmark this development
started relatively late around 1850 (Tom Nielsen,
s.24, 2008). In Copenhagen this development among
others led to the dismantling of the city rampart, and
the ability to build outside of it. The heavy migration
caused property speculation, and with inspiration
from Paris and Berlin - Baron Haussmann and Mietskasernen - the “brokvartererne” in the areas around
the old city core was constructed (Tom Nielsen,
s.24, 2008). During one hundred years the city grew
from having around 150.000 inhabitants in 1850 to
970.000 in year 1950(Wikipedia, 2010).
The new neighbourhoods were far from the way the
“brokvartererne” is presented today. The areas were
extremely dense with families of 2-10 living in onebedroom apartments with no sanitation, bad air quality due to coal-fired ovens in appartments and heavy
industry within the neighbourhoods, and backhouses
in the backyards with no or very little amounts of sunlight (Arbejdermuseet, 2010)

borhoods was to live in the landscape in modernist
building blocks or single-family houses with lots of
sunlight and clean air. During twenty-five years from
1950 to 1975, the population of Copenhagen fell by
200.000, probably due to people moving into the new
suburbs of enhanced living conditions (Wikipedia.
com, 2010). In 1976 the city of Copenhagen decided to change its definition of the city to include the
new periphery of mono-functional neighborhoods of
modernist apartment and detached housing towns.
The new definition of the city increased the population to almost 1.3 million people. The new neighborhoods were constructed far from the functions of the
historical city core. They had either developed their
own cores or attached themselves to smaller towns
outside of Copenhagen. With the inclusion, Copenhagen became a poly nuclear city with characteristics
closer to the concepts of the network city than the
characters of the classic city. The footprint of the classical city core and its “brokvartererne” is increasingly
occupying a smaller portion of the overall land of the
city and today more people live in the suburbs than
in the historical core and “brokvartererne” together
(Wikipedia, 2010).

2010
1950

With the invention and spread of the elevator, assembly line, personal automobile, airplane, telephone etc.
the idea of modern industrial cities grew. This evolved
into the visions of modernism, and how these technological inventions could create a better tomorrow
(Tom Nielsen, s.24, 2008). With ideas from architects
like Le Corbusier and Ebenezer Howard, a new layout of the city was invented. Instead of the city of
mixed functions, the ideal became a mono functional
with zones of housing, workplaces, recreation and
shopping. The alternative to the dense, dirty neigh-
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1850

Fig 1: The growth of Copenhagen in three stages.

1850

THE REGIONAL AREA OF COPENHAGEN CONNECTED TO MALMÖ
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THE NETWORK CITY AND THE PUBLIC
DOMAIN
During the spatial change of the city, the places
we experience the public has also changed. In the
classical city the public domain was located in public spaces such as the streets, boulevards, squares
and parks. These were used partly recreational for
strolling and pastime activity, partly out of necessity
in daily task of transportation and shopping.
In the network city functions are partly split into zones
of residential housing, office parks, industry, shopping
and places of leisure and recreation. The distances in
between these are often too long to be walked and is
mostly covered by car or public transportation. When
functions are reached by car, the priority of location
changes:
“In many cases the strategic location is determined
by “accessibility” rather than “centrality” (Hajer &
Reijndorp, s. 24, 2002)
In the network cities, functions increasingly get placed
along accessible infrastructures like motorways,
ringroads, railway stations etc. Willem-Jan Neutellings describes the network city through a registration
of a ring road around Antwerp. He introduces with:
“In the last 100 years, the public life has moved from
the streets and squares, through the open, modernist
outdoor spaces to the big halls and closed buildings.
It is not only about a transition from outdoors to the
indoor, but also on a scale enlargement and the deconcentration around the major cities.” (Neutelings,
P. 18, 1989, translation)
and continues :
“The ring road absorbs the new times offers, while
the old center solidifies to an outdoor museum where
old great monuments and buildings, churches, opera houses, banks and department stores, is stored.
Along it maintains a network of specialized services,
which transforms the town into a theme park for tourists, intellectuals and national tourists.” (Neutelings,
P. 21, 1989, translation)

When accessibility becomes the most important factor in choosing for example where to shop, the ring
road shopping centre becomes more attractive for
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some than the historical city core. Though the historical city core is still used and its public spaces, streets,
boulevards, squares and parks, are still public domains, they might not represent the overall diversity
of the city anymore.
This leads to a question of where the public domain
of the network city is found?
In the historical city core the density of functions
turned the transportation infrastructure in between,
being streets, boulevards and squares, into public
domains, meaning the public domain was also where
the functions were.
The new public domain of the network city has other
places of interest, when looking for the best public
domains. The long distances in between and large
scale of functions changes the places of the public
domains to be the functions themselves and those
interfaces created under way like the motorway rest
place service station or the transit hub.
“Transport hubs often work as the prolongation of
conventional streets. They are centers of urbanity
where the consciousness of the other, awakened by
the sharing of single space, refers the common understanding of the public realm. People experience
this sense of rubbing shoulders in the hustle and bustle while changing modes of transportation. As transport infrastructure guides people’s travels and movements, metro, bus, tram, and train stations become
real places of gathering. They attract bigger crowds
than those usually attracted to other public activities.
” (Kelly Shannon & Marcel Smets, s. 236, 2010)
“The expanded and mobile city implies a new agenda for the design of public space, not only in relation
to the urban centres or in the new residential districts,
but especially in the ambiguous in-between areas”
(Hajer & Reijndorp, s. 14, 2002)
Nørreport represents such a place. An in-between
area used by many people daily out of necessity as
an area between the starting point and the ending
point of their journey. Nørreport might be the biggest
public domain of the network city of Copenhagen.
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ANALYSIS

WHAT IS NØRREPORT TODAY?

URBAN STRUCTURE AND
CONTEXTUAL PROGRAMMING
Nørreport is located between two city structures. On
the one side, the medieval town with narrow, winding streets and small squares appears, on the other,
the modern city with wider street sections and blocks
building structures (Fig.2) These structures are combined in a major axis through Copenhagen called ‘the
urban axis’; from Amagertorv on Strøget to Kultorvet
past Israel’s Square and on to Søtorvet and out of
Nørrebrogade (Fig.4) This axis is in these years being developed by the municipality of Copenhagen.
Besides Nørreport, Copenhagen Municipality wants
Isreal’s Square and Kultorvet to be transformed. The
urban axis represents programmatically a great diversity. Strøget, which are located on the eastern side of
Nørreport, is Denmark’s largest shopping street with
many national and international stores. On the western side, Isreal Square is found. This square includes
sports and bazaars, and, after a transformation in
2011, it will be offering both theater and concerts.
(berlingske.dk 2010) By passing the lakes Nørrebro
is reached, a multiethnic neighborhood that is also
reflected in the shops. This location near a series of
diverse functions makes Nørreport a natural destination when travelling to inner Copenhagen (Fig.3)
Besides the urban axis, Nørreport is located on the
rampart axis in the opposite direction. The name is
descended from the old rampart around Copenhagen
built in medieval times. The purpose of the rampart
was to defend the city from invaders. The rampart offered a better overview and protection. As the population density increased, the rampart and the gates
were demolished in 1856. The City architect at the
time, Ferdinand Meldah, fought for saving the rampart, which he had seen in other European cities,
could be converted into parks and other recreational
facilities (danskarkitektur.dk, 2010). The rampart
along Nørre Voldgade and Øster Voldgade is preserved in the three historical gardens of Copenhagen: Østre Anlæg, The Botanical Garden and H.C.
Ørsteds Park. Here the rampart is used for different
recreational purposes (Fig.2)
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Though Nørreport is located on the rampart axis, it
is also representing the missing link of the old rampart. (Fig.5) While the municipality of Copenhagen is
about to complete the urban axis, the rampart axis
still needs completion. As a part of Nørreport’s new
transformation the rampart will be represented and
re-linked again.

1000 m

National Gallery of Arts
500 m
Nørrebro

Søtorvet
200 m
The Botanical Garden

Block structure

Kongens Have

Isreals Square

Kultorvet
Ørestedparken
Rundetårn
Medival city

Kgs. Nytorv

Strøget

Fig. 2: The two building structures: The medival city and the block structure,

Fig. 3: Nørreport is very central. The big attractors of Copenhagen are located
within a radius of 1000m

Østre Anlæg

National Gallery of Arts
The rampart axis
The urban space axis

The Botanical Garden
Nørrebro
Rosenborg Slotshave

Søtorvet

Isreals Square

Kultorvet
Rundetårn
Ørestedparken

Amager Torv
Fig. 4: Nørreport is surrounded by two axes: The rampart axis and the urban
space axis

Fig. 5: Copenhagen 2010: Nørreport is the missing link of the old rampart
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THE URBAN SPACE
Today Nørreport is dominated by cars, which appears
as a barrier for pedestrians at Nørreport. To cross
Nørreport, you must pass several traffic lights. This
forces pedestrians into a given pattern of movement
that both affects the way they move and how they
experience the space. It also contributes to the movement, which feels troubled and squeezed.
Apart from commercial functions, which are located
along the urban space’s edges, Nørreport’s primary
function is as a station for public transport. This also
causes a lot of bicycles on the site, which is now a
permanent part of the expression of Nørreport. There
is not enough room for all the bicycles, making the
site appear chaotic and messy.
Copenhagen municipality has a wish to address the
problems by making the experience of using Nørreport more seamlessly:
“The new urban space at Nørreport should be more
‘seamless’ in the sense that buildings, urban spaces
and traffic should form a coherent whole characterised by a focus on user friendliness, easy transfer
from one mode of transport to another and fine coexistence of different types of road users” (Copenhagen
Municipality, project brief s. 7)
With more than 100.000 daily users Nørreport is the
nation’s busiest hub. Nørreport is an urban space with
high intensity. This is often associated positively with
a vibrant city life. Co-author on the Nørreport competition brief, the architect studio Ekstrakt, set the area
in a different light in their urban analysis of Nørreport:
“But the intensity around Nørreport is in many ways
experienced negatively today. The immediate perception of the place is uncomfortable - it smells and
waste is floating, the space is cramped - and chaos,
clutter and lack of perspective are experienced as
confusing and claustrophobic. Dysfunctional switching between one vehicle and another is associated
with poor comfort for the people who pass Nørreport
every day. The urban space design and layout of features means that the positive experience of urbanity
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and intensity disappears. There is too little space, it is
difficult to park the bicycle and it is cramped to move
as a pedestrian. Something is missing, giving reason
to stop; most of the people hurry on because of car
exhaust, noise and chaos. “(Ekstrakt, urban analysis
Nørreport, p.13, translated)
This could indicate that the area’s central location in
the inner city has a huge potential of being a public
domain, but its current facilities are not being fully utilized. Furthermore the physical appearance of Nørreport is outdated and does not meet the challenges
Nørreport faces today, as Ekstrakt also expresses:
“The fact that many renovations and replacements
have happened over a long period without connection to each other, and the slightly worn expression,
the urban space appears cluttered and chaotic today. The present expect spaces that combine traffic
safety, security and environmental sustainability with
exciting and stimulating experiences of urban life and
architecture. “(EKSTRAKT, p.14, 2008, translation)

THE IDENTITY OF NØRREPORT
The identity of Nørreport is displayed in the function
of being a transit hub and an urban space with diversity of people. These two dimensions form a symbiosis, where they complement each other and create
high intensity on Nørreport. As a consequence of being an urban space of transit and attracting a diversity
of people Nørreport naturally becomes a landmark.
Nørreport today stands as a strong name:” Even the
bestowal of a name has power, once that name is
generally known and accepted.” (Lynch, p.101, 1960)
Nørreport is the space to meet and then disappearing
out into the city. It is rather a point of orientation than
a place where you are,

“BUT THE INTENSITY

AROUND NØRREPORT IS IN MANY
WAYS EXPERIENCED
NEGATIVELY TODAY

“
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ANALYSIS

RESEARCH QUESTION

As a part of the network city, the transit hub today is among the main public domains of the city, because many people pass it every day out of necessity. Nørreport is one of these public domains used as an in-between area, for both people
who use Nørreport as a station and as a meeting point for hereafter to disappear
into the city. The problem at Nørreport is that the transit overshadows the public
domain.

HOW CAN NØRREPORT, AS AN URBAN SPACE OF
TRANSIT AND DIVERSITY OF PEOPLE, BE ENHANCED?
IS IT POSSIBLE TO CREATE BOTH A GOOD PUBLIC DOMAIN
AND SEAMLESS TRAVEL WITHOUT IMPEDING ONE ANOTHER?
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ANALYSIS

THEORETICAL DISCUSSION

THE CURRENT NØRREPORT
Today Nørreport is mainly a transit hub. Almost every
square meter of the area of Nørreport is covered with
functions directly related to its transit function. Bus
stops, bicycle parking, ticket offices, kiosks, food vendors and staircases etc. covers most of the stations
footprint. Everything left is used to handle the flow of
the more than hundred thousand daily users.
Under ground tunnels has been dug to create access
to trains. The only function of these tunnels is to create efficient and orderly flow in between trains and
the over ground. This ensures a relatively seamless
flow, that makes it possible to handle the high amount
of daily users within a limited amount of space, but
does also exclude anything else from happening.
Both over and under ground give an overall impression that all of the public space at Nørreport is for
flows only. This could indicate a certain need for a
specific volume of flow space to make Nørreport operate optimally, but what does this single functionality result? Facilities of very specific functionality like
shopping malls, airports, motorways and railways are
often described as non-places. Could Nørreport be a
non-place?
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THE CURRENT NØRREPORT

NØRREPORT AS NON-PLACE
Marc Augé describes non-places as places that cannot be defined as relational, historical or concerned
with identity(Marc Augé, s.63, 1995). Though his
framework is rather conservative and has been criticized by various architects and urbanists, it is still a
good starting point for an analysis of Nørreports problems and finding solutions of how to solve these.

Identity
Identity as term has a broad variety of uses. It is
used to describe cities, places, and products to imply uniqueness or specific qualities, but also more
sociologically to describe the individual identity of a
person, the self. In the following, it will be defined as
the individual identity of a person.

Relation
When frequenting a place, people build their own history of the place and create a relation to it. The station can be an everyday object for some on the way
to work, for others a meeting point in the city, for one
the place to get off when visiting a girlfriend, for a
third a place used in childhood. Relations are volatile,
and what by one creates a positive relation might be
negative for another.

Non-places seems, according to Augé, to have taken
up a generic design language and have applied specific rules of use, that only gives an opportunity to act
as intended within the spaces. This courses a demotion of the individual identity towards a shared identity
of users, passengers, customers etc (Marc Augé, s.
81, 1995).
While a set of specific rules and a generic design
defines the intention of the underground tunnels,
the amount of people constantly flowing through the
space over ground makes it hard to find any room
to leave the intention. This makes it hard to express
personal identity, which makes Nørreport not very
concerned with individual identity.

History
With the entire area filled with the functions related to
the station, Nørreport mostly tell a story of its transit
function. No other trace of history seems to be preserved at Nørreport. This could imply that Nørreport
do not have a history before being a station. This
was earlier found not to be the case, as Nørreport is
placed on the historical site of the city rampart and
northern gate dating back to the foundation of Copenhagen. This could imply, that Nørreport is not very
concerned with its history.

Conclusion
Nørreport has some indications that it is partly a Marc
Augé non-place. It has one overwhelming function of
a transit hub. This blurs the places history and the
individual identity of its users. If non-places create
shared identities among its users, Nørreport, in its
current form, is not a good public domain in expressing the diversity of its users.
To improve Nørreport as Public domain it is necessary to improve it as a place. To make it more a place,
the historical and identity aspects of Nørreport needs
to be improved.
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NØRREPORT AS NON-PLACE?

FROM NON-PLACE TO PLACE

PUBLIC DOMAIN

To improve Nørreports ability to tell its history it is
necessary to incorporate it into the redesign. As no
historical objects has been preserved beside the elements connected to the station function, an architectural interpretation of its historical placements in the
city rampart could help tell the story.

Hajer & Reijndorp investigates the phenomena of
landscapes and spheres inside the city. They include
Jack Burges that describes 6 landscapes of the spatial planning of the domain of various social sectors:

Increasing the ability to contain the individual identities requires knowledge of how identities are experienced.
Marc Augé states, that anthropological places are
formed by the individual identities of its users, but
does not give any directions on, how the individual
identity is contained(Marc Augé, s. 81, 1995).
“Anthropological place” is formed by individual identities, through complicities of language, local references, the unformulated rules of living know-how;
non-place creates the shared identity of passengers,
customers or Sunday drivers.” (Marc Augé, s. 81,
1995)
The anthropological place in Augés definition seems
to resemble some of the same qualities of the good
public domain described by Hajer & Reijndorp in “In
Search Of New Public Domain”. They describe the
public domain as an experience of unknown people
or groups:
“Public domain is an experience at a location where
the ‘code of behavior’ is followed by groups with
which we are not familiar (Hajer & Reijndorp, s.
88,2002). This gives ground to the idea that: “The
core of successful public space thus lies not so much
in the shared use of space with others, let alone in
the meeting, but rather in the opportunities that urban
proximity offers for a ‘shift’ of perspective”(Hajer &
Reijndorp, s. 89, 2002).
If the public domain is an experience of individuals
that you are not familiar with, this indicates a necessity to create situations, where a mediation of signals
and information can be done.
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-The erected space (landscape of fast rising economy),
-The displayed place (landscape of temptation and seduction),
-The exalted space (landscape of excitement and ecstasy),
-The exposed space (landscape of reflection and idolization,
-The coloured space (landscape of immigrants and minorities)
-The marginalized space (landscape of deviance and deprivation)(Hajer & Reijndorp, s. 80, 2002).

They continue:
“This time the task for a new cultural-political intervention does not concern the vitality – that can safely
be left to the commercial actors – but the creation
of interfaces between the different ‘landscapes’. It is
in these interfaces that the new public domains can
emerge (Hajer & Reijndorp, s. 81, 2002).
The idea of landscapes is tried applied to existing
spatial structures.
Example 1: A shopping mall would, in relation to
Augé´s definitions, be a non-place due to its lack of
history, relation and non-concern with identity, and
single purpose of shopping. When applying landscapes to the shopping mall it would contain multiple landscapes. The displayed place represented
in shops, vendors, advertising etc. Exposed spaces
represented by benches, cafeteria seating, waiting
along railings etc. and exalted spaces represented
in makeup popup shops, fashion shows, music entertaining etc. The people occupying the landscape
of exposure and exalted creates a domain of their
own which people walking by while being part of the
displayed space have to enter, and thereby get an
experience of others.
Example 2: The pedestrian commercial streets of
Strøget where the landscape of displayed space primarily is represented. In the middle of Strøget in an
intersection with Købmagergade, another pedestrian
street of same characteristics, a fountain is located.
This fountain does not change the primary landscape
of the street by itself, but the moment somebody sits
on its edges, conquers the space, plays guitar, a
landscape of exposed and exalted spaces emerges
and a public domain experience appear.

Example 1: Displayed place, shopping mall

Example 2: Displaced space, Strøget

Example 1: Mix of displayed, exposed and exalted place

Example 2: Mix of displayed, exposed and exalted place
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In both cases a situation has been created where
information and signals can be exchanged between
users. One involved party has decided to leave
movement and created a personal domain within the
space, another walks through this domain and has
an experience of it. At the same time the one that has
created a personal domain has an experience of the
other while observing him walk by. It is in this symbiosis the public domain emerges.
Hajer & Reijndorp describes the effect of the exchange as follows:
“We assume that the concrete, psysical experience
of the presence of others, of other cultural manifestations, and the confrontation with different meanings
associated with the same psysical space, is important for developing social intelligence and forming a
judgement. Personal perception and direct confrontation can be an antidote to stereotyping and stigmatization.” (Hajer & Reijndorp, s. 12-13, 2002)
The exchange of information between individuals involved in the public domain seems to be the crucial
function of the public domain. To understand this exchange and the role of its involved parties better, a
study framework is created.

The framework of staging
A popular phrase within spatial planning has been
the term “the city as a theatre”(Hajer & Reijndorp, s.
13, 2002). The theatre is a good starting point for a
framework, as the sociological roles of its participants
are very clear. In a theater the scenario is controlled,
you have clear intention and the interaction is only
happening between two landscapes – a landscape
of exaltation containing the actor and a landscape of
exposure containing the audience.

In a theater the setup and mindset is very clear, you
have a stage and a stand. Both the actors and the
audience are conscious about their role, where the
actors are the practitioners and the audience be-
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comes the observers. The new framework divides the
landscapes into a practitioner and an observer. We
need both a practitioner and an observer if the public
domain should occur in its purest form.
To operationalize the new framework we apply it into
the urban space. At first the classical piazza is used
as a case. When looking at a square, it can be divided in two fields, the center and the edge. The edge
is often where seating functions are located, and the
center is focus of attention. The center of the piazza
is often an open space which presents the opportunity for some sort of event to take place. People located at the edge often take the role of the observer,
when people at the center often take the role of the
practitioner, either conscious or unconscious. The
conscious practitioner could be an entertainer and
the unconscious could be the flow of people walking
through the room. Because the design of the piazza
is not staging the practitioners, as the design in the
theater, the boundaries between the practitioners and
the observers blurs. The public domain occurs in different intensities, and it is therefore interesting to find
a public space where the potentials to create high intensities of public domain are.
This leads to the next case, the High Line Park in
New York. The theater logic has literally been used in
the design of the urban space. A lifted tribune framed
with a glass window pointing towards one of the busy
traffic roads (10th avenue) in New York. The Tribune
is a recreational spot where you either sit down to
observe the busy road, “the stage” where the traffic
moves, or you stay to read your book and relax. The
road on the ground floor is in contrast a transit space,
where you do not stay. By walking on the road you
unconsciously become the practitioner for the people
sitting on the tribune. The tribune design affects people to think they observe, as in the theater. But the
design has a double entendre. Through the design of
the glass frame the tribune looks like a movie screen
where the people in the transit space are able to observe the people sitting on the tribune. The design
of High Line Park creates a high intensity of public
domain and in difference to the theater the framework
blurs the boundaries between being the observer and
the practitioner in a specific place.

CONCLUSION

Figure xx: High line park, New York City
The practioner

The observer

Figure xx: The classical piazza.
The practioner

In the transition of making the theory of Public Domain operational the notion of observer and practitioner arises. This creates the framework of staging
which entails people being observed by others. As
mentioned previously the allocation of roles can be
difficult because of the double relation which can occur. This double relation occurs when two people becomes both observer and practitioner for each other.
In the case of the theatre as a staged reality the roles
are clearly defined. In the urban space of the classical piazza the allocation of roles blurs but also in the
case of the High Line Park, where the people observing from the stand becomes staged, through the giant
windows, from the street.

The observer

A tendency which is attached to allocation of the observer and the practitioner is the landscape in which
they exist. The observer exists in the landscape of the
exposed space and the practitioner either conscious
or unconscious exists in all of the six landscapes.
This means that in order for there to be public domain
the existence of the landscape of exposed space has
to be present. But where is the landscape of exposed
space in the urban space? The exposed space is
defined as the landscape of idolization and reflection
which often occur in places with recreational purposes for example parks and squares with fixtures for
sitting and stay in general. This calls for a design of
Nørreport which facilitate space for recreational purposes in the combination with transit which contains
the diversity of landscapes.
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ANALYSIS

REQUIREMENTS

SEAMLESS TRAVEL
As a foundation for the new design of Nørreport the
consideration for seamless travel play an important
role in collaboration with the requirements of the contractor. Copenhagen municipality describes the term
as follows:
“The term ‘seamless travelling’ is used in the transport sector to describe the experience of travelling
and switching modes of transport without any waiting
times and unpleasant disruptions. Seamless travelling is both about functionality, i.e. reaching one’s
destination as quickly as possible and about flow, i.e.
feeling that things go smoothly in step with one’s own
natural rhythm of movement.” (Design Competition
Brief, p.7)
As being the busiest transit hub in Denmark, it is important that Nørreport becomes more ‘seamless’ and
focuses on easy transfer from one mode of transport
to another. This means that Nørreport should contain
fewer nodes to achieve seamless travel. The municipality of Copenhagen has made a suggestion to a
new traffic solution, where nodes are reduced.
The new solution assembles cars, bicycles and busses in a double-tracked road along the northwestern
side of Nørre Voldgade. This creates a ‘peninsula’
toward Købmagergade and the medieval city that
provides a better urban space for pedestrians and
passengers to the station.
Even though the new traffic solution creates more
seamless travel, the metro staircase is still isolated
and does not seem to be a part of Nørreport Station.
The new traffic solution is a good start making Nørreport ‘seamless’ (Fig.7), but with bicycle parking,
station facilities and other requirements on the site,
the real challenge of making Nørreport to a place of
seamless travel arises.
Both DSB and Copenhagen Municipality have requirements, which have to be fulfilled in the final design solution of Nørreport. The requirements have
been found in the Design Competition Brief:
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MEGET
MERE
END EN
STATION

PROGRAM FOR PROJEKTKONKURRENCE

REQUIREMENTS:
DSB facilities: min. 350 m2 (p.30)
2500 bicycle parking spaces, where 2100 should be
placed directly on the peninsula (p.27)
Bicycle parking within 50 m radius of Staircases
(p.27)
Consider 11 new ventilation ducts when designing
(p.30)
The ventilation ducts have to be 8.5m high and 2.4m
in diameter (p.22)

Staircases to platform
Lifts
Ventilation ducts
Context buildings
Bus stops

Frederiksborggade

Frederiksborggade

Købmagergade

Nørre Voldgade

Købmagergade

Nørre Voldgade

N

N
50m

50m

Fig. 6: THE TRAFFIC SITUATION TODAY ON NØRREPORT

Fig. 7: THE NEW TRAFFIC SOLUTION SUGGESTED BY COPENHAGEN MUNICIPALITY
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ANALYSIS

MAPPING OF FLOWS

When implementing ‘seamless travel’ the location
of flows is essential for understanding how the new
design on Nørreport should be created. The following diagrams display both pedestrian (Fig.8-10) and
bicycle flows (Fig.11-13) based on information and
requirements from Rambøll and the copenhagen municipality.
The mapping results in a conclusion map, and creates parameters which are used in the design development.

Pedestrian flow

CONCLUSIONS:
Pedestiran mappings (Fig.14) : In the middle of Nørreport the major flowspace is marked, combined with
the views wanted on the site, the flow space has to
be clear of buildings.
Cyclist mappings (Fig.15): The divison of the bicycle
parking number gives an estimate of the capacity
needed around the two stairs. The areas are further
defined by the 50 m boundary.

Flow intensity

View from the three staircases to
Købmagergade

+

Bicycle flow

=

Fig. 9

Fig. 10

Amount of cyclists

Bicycle parking within 50 m from
staircases

ANALYSIS OF RAMBØLL:
PDF: Bicycle parking requiements, p.6

70
0

Fig. 8

+

REQUIREMENT OF COPENHAGEN MUNICIPALITY

350

+

Fig. 12

45

0
45
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=

Fig. 13

0

Fig. 11

+

550

Fig. 14: Conclusion mapping of pedestrian flow

1075

1425

Fig. 15: Conclusion mapping of bicycle flow
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CONCEPT

VISION

CONCEPT

The new Nørreport focuses on the pedestrians and
the cyclists. It is about improving Nørreport socially
as a public domain and functionally in creating seamless travel, which together creates the basic design
of the new Nørreport. The vision is to reinterpret and
continue the history of Nørreport as a place of connections and meetings, where transit and recreational use are interacting in creating the new Nørreport.

The concept concerns the creation of a recreational band and a transit band. The interlock of the two
bands is exposed in a central square and a stage for
public domain and intense interaction are created.
Along the Nørre Voldgade axis the rampart interlace
the two bands and creates an entity (Fig.16):

Rampart

+
The central square

+
Band of flow

Band of recreation

=

Fig. 16: Concept of the New Nørreport
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NØRREPORT

31
THE RAMPART CONNECTED
ON NØRREPORT

DESIGN

DESIGN PARAMETRES

A collection of all the design parameters and guidelines collected in the analysis have been created to
get an overview before the design proces starts. The
parameters are based on the mapping, the requirements, the theory and on own guidelines, which have
been developed through the design process (See the
process study p.xx)

THEORY
DEFINE THE INTEGRATION OF
THE TRANSIT AREA AND THE
AREA OF RECREATIONAL USE

ADOPT THE FORM LAUNGUAGE
OF THE RAMPART IN THE
VOLUMES

CONNECTION BETWEEN
OVER- AND UNDERGROUND

OVERGROUND
UNDERGROUND

OWN GUIDELINES
CONTEXT ALIGNMENT

NO BICYCLE PARKING
BASEMENT

BASEMENT

EASY ACCESS TO
BICYCLE PARKING

P
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ALL BICYCLE PARKING IN
ONE LEVEL

BICYCLES CANNOT
CROSS PEDESTRIANS

MAPPING
NO VOLUMENS IN THE CENTRAL
SQUARE BEACAUSE OF VISUAL
VIEW TO THE METRO

RESPECT THE INTENSITY OF
THE SITE; SOME PLACES ARE
NATURALLY MORE ACTIVATED

BICYCLE PARKING WITHIN
50m FROM STAIRCASES

THE DIRECTION OF THE SUN

50m
N

RESPECT FLOW PATTERN

DSB FACILITIES NEAR
SOUTHERN STAIRCASE

REQUIREMENTS
LESS NODES AS POSSIBLE

DSB m2 FACILITIES
REQUIREMENTS

INTEGRATE THE VENTILATION DUCTS IN THE DESIGN

DISTRIBUTION OF BICYCLE
PARKINGS (RAMBØLL)

P 1290m

2

1075 bikes

8,5m

350 m

2

x 11
2,4m

P 1710m

2

1425 bikes

BICYCLE PARKING
m2 REQUIREMENTS

2100-2500
bicycle parkings

=
2520-3000 m2
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DESIGN

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

The design development describes the direct path
from the beginning to the final design. The design
proces has been simplified to a “presentation” proces
to make the steps more clear. All design parameters
are used in the following steps in a logical order.

The S-train staircase

The metro staircase

The regional staircase
The southern staircase

STEP 1

The overall layout of the usable building surface is
determined. The surface is constricted by the central
flow space, access along the east facades and the
traffic on Nørre Voldgade. The primary flow space is
cleared of buildings to avoid any obsticles in the flow
and to keep the view from Strøget to the Metro clear.
Thereby the Metro becomes more visible to the rest
of Nørreport.
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STEP 2

The chosen form language of the rampart (Illustrated
in the process rapport p.20) is incorporated within the
building surface. The structure creates a progress
through Nørreport as seen in the rampart design. Further the design implements the section of the rampart
on the sides of the structure.

STEP 3

The secondary flow spaces, which run from the minor streets and zebra crossings to the stairscases,
the taxi stops and Strøget are determined. The flowfills out the building surface and leaves only smaller
building surfaces at ground level.
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STEP 4

The southern staircase is moved to the regional staircase. This allows for the secondary flow space to be
reduced in size and creates a much simpler layout of
this, which will ease navigation for pedestrians. This
move results in creation of one big staircase and concourse level.

STEP 5
50m

The design parameter of bicycle parking maximum
50 m away from its destination, are determined. This
reduce the size of the building surfaces in both ends
of the site.
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STEP 6
2100-2500
bicycle parkings

=
2520-3000 m2

On the basis of the secondary flow spaces and bicycle constraints the building surfaces are determined.
Because the area of the remaining building surface
are in 2077m2, there are insufficient space for a bicycle parking solution in ground level.

STEP 7

BASEMENT

By adding another level of 4596m2 all bicycle parking
are able to be placed on the same level. This helps
making a clear intention of use and avoids a hieraki
in the bicycle parking.
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STEP 8
P 1290m

2

1075 bikes

P 1710m

P
2

1425 bikes

The second level of bicycle parking is shaped with
considerations for the form language of the rampart
and secondary flow spaces. The end of the structure
are lowered to the groundfloor to create easy acces
for the cyclist. The area of the structure is 2840 m2.

STEP 9

350 m2

Building volume is added on ground level for DSB in
the south area of the site next to the main concourse
level. In the north area of the site building volume is
added for a kiosk next to the main S-train staircase.
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STEP 10

The structure is aligned to the context on the basis
of a grid drawn from the oblique facades from side
streets.

STEP 11

OVERGROUND

8,5m

N

x 11

UNDERGROUND

2,4m

A final detailing of the structure and the use of the
ventilation ducts in the design are implemented. A
grandstand in each end of the structure surrounds
the primary flow space and constitute the primary
design of the public domain. The ventilation ducts becomes a part of the design and by adding three winding stairs the form language are continued through
the structure. Around two of the ventilations ducts
inside the flow space, a cut has been made to create a visual connection from the underground to the
overground.
With the building design almost finished, containing
all the design parameters and guidelines, the next
step is to work with the urban life and the detailing
of the two bands in the concept. The building design
constitute most of the transit band, but the recreationel band needs to be designed and merged together
with the structure.
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DESIGN

THE URBAN LIFE

One way to describe the urban life is through the atmosphere of the urban space. The urban fixture and
the architectural buildings surrounding the space creates the scenery and are essential to describe the
feeling of an urban space. With the building design
almost finished the detailing of the urban space and
the building contains the next step. The detailing
starts in a description of the conceptual story which
leads to a divison of the site into five smaller areas
described in the following pages.

THE CONCEPTUAL STORY
1 The new building volumes on Nørreport as it is
developed, adapting the form language from the
rampart.

2 The urban life of Nørreport is conceptually devided into two bands: The recreational band and
the transit band.

3 The boundary between the two bands is defined
by the edges of the new buildings. But the boundary blurs, as described in the concept, the two
bands are smoothly integrated into each other,
the boundary is especially testet in the central
square.

4 Nørreport is a station and needs first of all the
functional aspect of seamless travel and bicycle
parking to be fufilled. This is represented in the
transit band, the red band. The band is located
right beside Nørre Voldgade to gather all transit
in the same side.

5 Nørreport lies on the northern edge of the medival city. To make the connection to the Inner city
stronger a recreational band along the facades of
the medival city are introduced. In addition to this,
the recreational band is an extension of a green
route the municipality wants implementet in a vision plan of the rampart axis. (Project brief, p.15)
The idea is not to make a park of green, but a recrational route fitting in an urban context. Overall
the recreational band is ment to be the contrast of
the transit band, but the two are mixed together to
create a new public domain at Nørreport.

6 To specify the thoughts about the urban life on
Nørreport and how the atmosphere is shown,
the site is devided into smaller areas. In the
outer areas qualities and atmosphere is wanted.
The same mirroring applies for the areas in the
middle. The central square has its own characteristics. In the next pages the urban life will be
concretized in zooms of these areas.
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Central square

Transit band

1

Recreational band

2

3

Outer area
Recreational band
Transit band
Middle area

Central square

Middle area

Outer area

4

5

6
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ZOOM: OUTER AREAS
The outer areas are located farthest from the main
flow axis in the central square. That is to say that they
naturally are the areas of low pace and least activity.
This should be respected, as it is not realistic to activate the whole site in the same intensity. The transit
band in these areas are filled with bicycles arriving
and leaving Nørreport from the bicycle parking spaces creating a rhythm to Nørreport. The recreational
band in the outer areas is ment for longer stays. The
green is drawn in to mark the link between the context and to create an atmosphere of intimity at the
two squares Æggetorvet and Rosenborg Torv named
after the garden right besides it.
In the outer areas the boundary between transit and
recreational use is almost clear, as the boundary is
psysical marked by the ramp of bicycle parking.
Æggetorvet:
The main activity creating programes in this area are
a taxi rank and the ramp to the bicycle parking. The
area further has a cafe, a bar and two food vendors.
As a sunny spot during afternoon and evening (documented in ‘solar/shadow studies’ in the Process study
p.24), Æggetorvet is optimal for smaller sitting facilities. Have a coffee to go from the kiosk and enjoy it
in Æggetorvet on the way to the University, enjoy a
snack from one of the foodvendors of the square.
Wait for the taxi in the sitting environment made specially for this location pointing in different directions to
let the user choose the sight.
Rosenborg Torv:
As an extension of Rosenborg Slotshave and the
new recreational route along Øster Voldgade, Rosenborg Torv is introduced. The green extension is visualized in a small square, which during the summer is
activated with outdoor seating in connection with an
existing café close to the square.
Take a walk in a sunday afternoon along Rosenborg
Slotshave in the new green environment and take a
pitstop in the outdoor café on Rosenborg Square before walking further along the new Nørreport and into
the Inner City of Copenhagen.
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B

OUTER AREA: Rosenborg Torv

B

A

OUTER AREA: Æggetorvet

A

SECTION A-A

SECTION B-B
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ZOOM: MIDDLE AREAS
The middle areas are located nearest the main flow
axis in the central square. That is to say that they
naturally are areas with higher intensity than the outer areas. The transit band in these areas are meant
for flow and seamless travel on both levels. Level 1
is for bicycle parking, and for people who wants to
see Nørreport in another perspective. The flow in the
groundlevel are in the middleareas mainly pedestrian
s within transit arriving and leaving the station. As this
area is roofed it is likely that people will use this as
shelter during rainy days. The middle areas are primary walking zones, also in the recreational band.
‘Walk through areas’ are used to describe the urban
life in this area. It is a practical area, where several
shopping facilities are located in the context buildings, and it is not meant for longer stays, but a few
benches will be placed along the path. In these areas
the path is more narrow with facades of the station
facilities (ticketsales, kiosk, servicecenter etc) in one
side and 4-5 stored buildings with shopping facilities
in groundlevel in the other side.
In the middle areas the boundary between transit and
recreational use is more blurred, with a mix of pedestrians within transit and pedestrians with a recreational mindset while the boundary itself is not psysical. The boundary is getting even more blurred when
pedestrians within transit use the shopping facilities
and pedestrians within recreation wait under the roof
in the rain.
To create both safety and optimal contiditions for
seamless travel, it is necessary to think about the
division and detailing of the roofed rooms. The division should promote clear directions to optimize the
flow. That is why the rooms should be as open as
possible and avoid corners and tunneling effect. The
main station building is located by the southern staircase. Close to busstops and café environment on
Rosenborg Torv, the external kiosk is imagined as a
coffee to go shop. The shops are open most of the
day, which to many people ensure surviliance and the
feeling og being safe.
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D

MIDDLE AREA: Coffee shop to go

D
C

MIDDLE AREA: DSB ticket sale and kiosk
C

DS
D
SB

SECTION C-C

SECTION D-D
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ZOOM: CENTRAL SQUARE
The central square is the area of the main flow and
highest intensity. The central square is organized after the flow lines to achieve seamless travel, which is
the main function of this square. All staircases to the
platforms are pointed to this area and is connected
to Købmagergade, which together creates the form
of the space.
The boundary between transit and recreational use
is in this square blurred. The square is seen as a big
stage, where tribunes in each side are staging the
flow in the middle. The central square is the space
of possibilities in a large scale and gives space for
unforeseen activities.
The recreational users are mainly shown in tribune
stays or as buyers at food vendors. The central
square is urban without any green references as Nørreport is known today.
Another layer added to the staging experience is a
vertical relation between over- and underground.
Some of the ventilation ducts, which are very central
at the new Nørreport and in the central square, are
used as windows to the platforms. This will create
an exchange between people curious to see what is
‘on the other side’ (See the elevation of the New Nørreport p.56)
The central square has a metropolitan atmosphere
and by means of the excitement between transit and
recreational use, the practisioner and the observer,
the diversity of people at the central square is experienced.
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CENTRAL SQUARE: Experienced flow space
E

E

SECTION E-E
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DESIGN

DETAILS

LIGHTNING
Nørreport is a central meeting place in the city always
changing with movement in every direction 24 hours
a day. Nørreport captures the metropolitan atmosphere, which the red neon sign ‘Nørreport Station’
from the 1930’s is a perfect example of. The lighting
should emphasize the function of Nørreport while ensuring safety in the night.
The lighting of the space is united in a general concept that partly emphasizes the architectural design
and partly supports the flow lines of transit and recreational use, the orientation and the staying zones.
The lighting should show a connected whole mixing
functional and effect lighting, and should integrate the
ventilation ducts as an active element on Nørreport
in the night.
Functional lighting
The primary functional lighting consists of lighting
from the buildings, lighting in the roofed areas and
lighting in the staircases down to the platforms. The
site is lighted from above with wire hung Copenhagen
luminaires as it is today. These luminaires represent
Copenhagen and give the impression of a metropoltitan atmosphere. To light up the roofed rooms in the
middle areas, lighting in the deck are mounted. The
lighting is showing the direction nad movement of the
pedestrian flow to the staircases, and is ment to be
very bright to ensure safety.
Effect lighting
Effect lighting is primary used in the recreational
zones. Smaller street lamps lights up the recreational
path in a warm lighting expressing intimacy and continuity from Rosenborg Torv to Æggetorvet. An idea is
to continue this lighting down the future recreational
route along the rampart axis (vision of Copenhagen
Municipality) to create a united path. This warm effect
lighting is also used in the squares of the outer areas.
Furthermore the effect lighting is used on the tribune
lightening every step and under the railings making a
blurred light on the deck.
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Ventilation ducts
The ventilation ducts are seen as repeating elements connecting the site from Rosenborg Square to
Æggetorevet. They play an importing role in becoming the symbol of Nørreport in the night, where they
stand as 11 big light columns bringing verticality to
the place. When using the recreational path or the
bicycle parking in the night the ventilation ducts stand
as a stabile element through the area.

1

2

3

VENTILATION
“ THE
DUCTS STAND AS A

“

STABILE ELEMENT
THROUGH THE AREA

4

6

5

7

1: Los Angeles International Airport: Light columns used as the welcoming gesture of Los Angeles 2+3: Wind Tower, Yokohama, Japan: Column of light 4: Light behind expanded metal
Copenhagen luminaire 6: Lighting the stair steps 7: Friis Center, Aalborg, Denmark: Guiding lines of light in the deck 8: Lighting under the railings making a blurred light on the deck

8
5: The wire hung
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MATERIALS
As a transit hub it is important that the materials create a light and clear expression to get an optimal orientation for the daily user as well as the tourist. At the
same time the materials help emphasize the function
of both transit and recreational use and the metropolitan atmosphere of the place.
Building structure
The building structure itself is very open, but in making the station buildings transparent, glass façades
are used. The deck are made of concrete, as thin as
possible, to achieve a lighter expression, which in
connection with the glass boxes creates a design referring to the rigid design of the metro and thereby the
new era of Nørreport. The design is clearly defined
in terms of function, but at the same time tells a new
story of the rampart in an urban context.
The urban fixture
The concrete surface of the structure starts at the bicycle ramps and ends with the tribunes in the central
square. But concrete is not a good material inviting
people to sit enjoying the place, as concrete is a cold
and hard material. To invite people sitting here and
to make the central square characteristic red plastic
seats are introduced. This will make an informal and
non-committal expression and contrast with the strict
concrete and glass, giving the space an extra dimension.
To connect the building structure with the urban fixture, the benches along the recreational path are
also made of concrete. These are as well formed in
a strictly simple design covered with red plastic surfaces. The red color is inspired from the characteristic
red ‘Nørreport’ neon sign and the logo of the S-trains.
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Ventilation ducts
The ventilation ducts are covered with expanded
metal. In connection with concrete this gives a rough
expression fitting the mentality of Nørreport. In daylight the expanded metal will stand out, where it in
front of artificial lighting appears invisible in the night.
The windings from deck to ground floor adopt the
form language of the ventilation ducts and are as well
covered with expanded metal. The net here is just
bigger and more transparent, as the stairs should feel
safe to walk in.

2

“

The design is clearly defined in terms of function,
but at the same time tells a
new story of the rampart in
an urban context.

“

1

3

4
1: Charles de Gualle, Paris: Light concrete surface 2: Hoenheim-Nord Terminus, Strasbourg, France: Light concrete surface
the space 4: Concrete tribunes 5: Expanded metal

5

3: Harcescher Markt, Berlin: Seats on concrete, give characteristic to
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PAVEMENT
The pavement is made of squared flagstones gradually transitioned after the intensity.
On the central square, where the intensity is highest,
the flagstones are biggest (2.5m x 2.5m) and form
the square between the staircases and Købmagergade. To connect the building structures the pavement extends the shape of the rampart form into the
central square in the same shade of concrete. The
flagstones meet the new planned pavement (Competition project brief, p.65) of Købmagergade (0.10m x
0.10m) in a drastic shift that emphasizes the transition from low pace in the Inner City to high pace on
Nørreport.
The metro is connected to the peninsula through the
pavement. In the central square a point in the pavement is leading to the metro. Furthermore the nodes
between the metro and the peninsula are reduced in
one big zebra crossing going directly from the metro.
This solution of course needs some logistics changes
in the traffic lights.
The pavement in front of the facades on the peninsula is made of the pavement of Købmagergade to
mark the shops as a part of the dense shopping area
in the Inner City. Also Æggetorvet and Rosenborg
Square are made with the pavement of Købmagergade to mark them as areas of low pace.
The recreational path going from Rosenborg Square
to Æggetorvet is made of the same flagstones as in
the high pace areas just smaller (0.75m x 0.75m) in
a lighter shade.
The pavement result is illustrated in the masterplan
p.54.
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BICYCLE PARKING
The bicycle parking is made upon design parameters
of seamless travel. First of all parking spaces are located within 50 meters of the staircases. To ensure
easy pedestrian access at ground level, the bicycle
parking has been elevated. The main entrance points
are located in the outer areas – this way the parking
space is located in between the entering of Nørreport
and the staircases to the train platforms.
The parking area is partly based on a slope functioning as the main ramp to the parking facility. The
slope has been designed to fulfill Danish standard for
bicycle ramps of a maximum of 70‰ decline. When
reaching 4 metres the slope ends and a horizontal
level is reached containing most of the parking spaces.

The parking area is arranged with one row of bicycle
parking along the edges. Inside the main path, distributional paths are located, surrounded by parking
spaces. These paths are 1,9 meters wide - the length
of a bike to ensure easy parking.
The racks used are based upon a model where every
second bike is raised 14 cm in the rack. This lifts the
handlebars of the bicycle above the adjacent bicycle
and makes it possible to have one parking space for
every 32 centimetres. In the arrangement of bicycle
parking spaces for the Nørreport design, 37 centimetres was used for every parking space. With this
width, the goal of 2100 parking spaces was met.

The parking facility is accessed by a main path of 2,2
meters. From here it is possible to drive around the
entire facility to locate a free parking space. The path
can be used when leaving the facility as well, as it
designed to accommodate both directions.

Fig. 17: THE BICYCLE PARKING PRINCIPLE
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PRESENTATION

PRESENTATION

MASTERPLAN
The master plan is the operationalization of all previously described design ideas, parameters and processes as a design solution towards solving the research question. In the following pages there will be
a presentation of the proposed design and the urban
atmosphere within it.
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ELEVATION
The elevation is illustrated along the recreational axis
to get an overview of the structure and the different
levels. It shows the connections between the underground and the overground both visible and psysical.

N
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LIFE AROUND THE BICYCKLE PARKING
STRUCTURE
A view from the metro towards Købmagergade. The
tribunes are pointing in direction of the central square
and the design opens up to the metro staircases.

A
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N
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THE CENTRAL SQUARE
A view from the metro towards Købmagergade. The
tribunes are pointing in direction of the central square
and the design opens up to the metro staircases.
B

N
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THE NEW NØRREPORT AT NIGHT
A view of Nørreport in the evening, with the southern
building and the central square. The life of the station still flows with the city, where the ventilation ducts
become the stabile and regionizable element at night.

C

N
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RECAPITULATION

CONCLUSION

The research question of this project consists of two
questions. First question is: How can Nørreport, as
an urban space of transit and diversity of people, be
enhanced?
Enhancing transit is conveyed through seamless
travel – a smooth journey without obstacles and inconveniences. A clear product of this consideration
for seamless travel can be seen in the creation of the
central square, which is exposed and free of building structures, besides that of the necessary ventilation ducts. This creates a clear line of sight from
Frederiksborggade to each of the main descending
staircases, and allows for the shortest way possible
to be taken. Furthermore flow spaces have been created under the bicycle parking structure to ensure
that it is possible to take the shortest way possible
to the descending staircases to the underground
from each of the side streets coming from the Inner
city. Another step towards creating seamless travel
for pedestrians is the introduction of the wide zebra
crossing running along Fredriksborggade, and thus
becomes an extension of the central square, creating
one big flow space for pedestrians.
For cyclists the creation of a first floor bicycle parking
facility has been created with on-bicycle access from
the main bicycle routes. Because of the first floor bicycle parking solution crossings between pedestrian
and cyclist can be avoided. Also this solution allows
for cyclists getting as close to their target, the staircases, as possible.
Enhancing the urban space regarding the diversity
of people holds within the consideration for public
domain – encouraging people to perform a shift of
perspective, from a state of transit to observe and
experience the multiplicity of Nørreport. This reflects
itself in the creation of two opposing tribunes oriented
towards the central square. From these tribunes the
vast amount of people in transit can be observed.
Other smaller initiatives to encourage people to perform a shift of perspective are the openings around
the ventilation ducts, which give people the opportunity to observe the underground platform of the regional trains. Also the recreational band along the bi-
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cycle parking structures give people an alternate and
free choice other than transit. Within this recreational
band there exists a graduation, from the hectic and
high paced central square towards a slower pace at
respectively Æggetorvet and Rosenborg Torv represented cafes and seating possibilities.
The second and final question of the research questions: Is it possible to create both a good public domain and seamless travel without impeding one
another? Because of the reflective nature of this
question this will be addressed in the following reflection which will focus on the theory and the quality of
its conclusions.

RECAPITULATION

REFLECTION

PLACE OR NON-PLACE?
In the theoretical chapter of the report, the hypothesis
of non-places made by Marc Augé is used as an analytical framework for analysing Nørreport. From this
analysis especially two aspects were found interesting for the further work; history and identity. The ideas
of Augé of places, as concerned with history, identity
and relation have been used rather enthusiastically.
They were initially used to cast a bad image upon
Nørreport as a “non-place” and not fulfilling its role as
a public domain, but are history and identity parameters fairly used?
What is history and how long does it take to make a
place historically? In the report a statement is taken,
that Nørreport historically, most of all, tells a story of
itself as a station while its previous functions are being oppressed. But what is history? When considering history as something happening in the past, then
everything starts to build a history the moment it is
completed and people start using it, in postmodern
architecture the most important part of the history
might even be before it’s built, based on the narrative of the architecture. With this entrance point everything eventually becomes history, and the idea of
the historical aspect would fail for Augé. If you instead
consider history as what was before what is now then
the case is different. Then it could be argued, as
done in the report, the mediation of the current function only, could be problematic. History could also be
non-physical, things that happened within the facility.
For example could a entirely new “non-place” sports
hall build on bare field of no prehistorically functions
that suddenly become historical by an epic game or
a won championship. Nørreport has been a station
since 1918, is that not history enough? Many things
have happened since that, around and within the station, new means of transportation have been introduced, users have changed etc. The biggest thread
to history might not be the current Nørreport, rather
the reconstruction where most of the historical, worn
down and out-dated buildings will be torn down and
replaced by new, and how many years will the new
design need before it in an Augé inspired analysis
would be granted as historical? Further it could be

discussed what is more important history? The new
Nørreport design proposed in this report reintroduces
the historical city rampart earlier found on the area
of the current station. In favour to introduce this, the
current station buildings should be torn down to give
room for the new. In the effort of retelling the history
of the rampart another part of the history is being removed. This of course becomes a dilemma of subjectivity whenever dealing with history and determining
what is history and what is not.
Identity as a word has a broad variation of uses and
might therefore be confusing to discuss. Identity can
be both something to describe uniqueness and heterogeneity. An identity card describes a person by
name, identification number; perhaps a photograph
to validate that the person using it is also the owner
of the card, all summing up to show the uniqueness
of the person. But here comes a paradox, the card
does also often include some characteristics that are
hardly unique, classifications like nationality, municipality membership, sex, status like student etc. This
way identity can also be some kind of classification.
Identity can then be to fit within a stereotype or image
and this can be an expression of personal identity.
Even though the “non-place” should not allow persons to expose their individuality, the persons walking through might still be able to. A homeless man is
still a homeless no matter where he walks “place” or
“non-place”, a customer in a “non-place” supermarket
can be conscious consumer exposing personal political statements through goods in the shopping basket,
a person loving Goth metal music can express their
liking through obscure hairstyle and dark clothing in
the “non-place” metro, the skin colour of a minority
will not change walking through a “non-place” etc.
The big question might perhaps not be whether individuals are able to express personal identity within a
“non-place”, it might rather be if anybody are able to
experience the signals other individuals want to send.
This leads to a reflection over the public domain and
the exchange of individual identity signals.
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PUBLIC DOMAIN
A central issue when engaging in the discussion about
public domain in the urban space is how it is defined.
Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary defines public
domain as: “Something that is in the public domain
is available for everyone to use or to discuss and is
not secret” (Oxford dictionaries online, 2010). With
this notion the fundamental understanding of public
domain is that the place must be equally accessible
for all. This of course raises the question of the term
all. How many people do the term ‘all’ cover? Is it
the people represented in the concerned municipality, region, state or does the term reach across the
boundaries of the country. What can be drawn from
this is that if a large number of people have access
to the concerned place the possibility of covering the
term all is greater. This must entail that the possibility
of creating a public domain is also greater.
If a place such as Nørreport is to be considered a
public domain the use of train, metro and bus must be
reckoned public accessible. If this is the case then,
as stated in this project, the possibility of Nørreport
being a public domain is clearly evident. Kelly Shannon & Marcel Smets propound also this when saying:
“Such perception indicates that the conventional idea
of the public sphere has been maintained in most
forms of contemporary public transport. More often
than not, the ticketing price is low enough to make
systems accessible for all types of public, and even
when slight price discrimination occurs – in the case
of air travel, for instance – there remain opportunities
for unforeseen encounters.”(Shannon & Smets, P?,
2010) Still the degree of how public a certain place is,
is subjective to social and political views on society
which makes the determination of whether or not a
place is public domain subjective.
The definition of public domain by Hajer and Reijndorp is not as concerned with the accessibility of ‘all’,
but the exchange between different social groups.
They define public domain as: “Those places where
an exchange between different social groups is possible and also occurs” (Hajer & Reijndorp, s. 11,
2002). This also raises a question of the term ‘ex-
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change’. How can it be measured and what are the
circumstances needed for there to be a sufficient exchange? When we move through the urban space
we negotiate with one another to ovoid coalitions. In
this process a series of observations are made of the
other –size, age, attitude, a consideration of eventual
handicaps, their attention etc. In this process alone of
passing one another an exchange has happened. If
this is the statement it could be argued that the presence of flow space is enough. In this projects analytical framework the statement is that the existence
of flow space is not enough. The problem lies in the
idea that when navigating within a flow space people
quickly become reduced to obstacles and the observations of size, age, attitude etc. is only vaguely remembered and/or reflected.
The sheer number of people passed every second
quickly become overwhelming when trying to form
a personal image of each individual person. Today
Nørreport is covered with flow space so it could be
argued that there is public domain and most likely it
occurs, but could it occur more often and be encouraged? In this project the solution have been to situate
recreational space along the flow space which could
be an encouragement for people to step out of the
space of flow and reflect on their environment and
people passing from a different perspective. Because
of the elusiveness of ‘exchange’ it is impossible to
determine the frequency of public domain occurring
within such a space as Nørreport, but it can be encouraged.

QAULITY OF THE PUBLIC DOMAIN
This project is based on the more modern idea of
public domain from ideas of Hajer & Reijndorp and
Shannon & Smets. This idea states that observing
and reflecting the identity of others is “enough” to
experience the public domain. In the more classical idea of public domain, the Greek agora was the
ideal. Here ideas and thoughts were exchanged,
and through conversation with other individuals, a
change of perspective could happen and an idea of
why persons acted like they did could lead to a destigmatization.

by the theoreticians or the polarization between the
two still exists? Perhaps less seamless travel, for example a more confusing layout of the station, could
give people something to talk about and a reason to
initiate a conversation with a stranger. Perhaps less
recreational features in the station would create more
clear intentions of directions and enhance seamless
travel. Public domain must be considered an evanescent size and thereby very hard to determine in which
places it happens more often than others. Maybe tomorrow’s new public domain is defined in an entirely
new place.

In the new idea of public domain, the exchange with
others seems to be downgraded to the importance
of watching how others use the public space. When
reflecting a person based on their look and what signals they send, the observer are hardly capable of
doing anything else than adding the observed person
to a box of a stereotype – this is not very de-stigmatizing. The de-stigmatization might not happen until
a conversation is started between two individuals
not familiar to each other. Where do these occur in
the new design for Nørreport? The clear orientation
done to ensure seamless travel eliminates the need
to ask others for directions. Ticket machines ensure a
communication less ticketing. The real public domain
might in reality occur in the relatively untouched train
platforms where people might ask about which train
is the right, is there delays etc and thus starting a
conversation.
When initiating the project a general thought occurred
of seamless travel and public domain were two opposed polarities that was in their pure form, hard to
merge. This was based on Augés rather gloomy picture on “non-places”. During the process an increasingly higher emphasis was put on the ideas of Hajer &
Reijndorp and Shannon & Smets, and with inspiration
from facilities like the Highline Park New York, a public
domain was tried composed within a space of seamless travel. When reflecting the design, a question
emerge whether the symbiosis between transit hub of
seamless travel and public domain in reality is such
a great fundament for public domains as proposed
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RECAPITULATION

EVALUATION

In evaluating this project a crucial subject is seamless
travel, and thus the success of the implementation
in the redesign. Seamless travel can be defined as
a journey without any obstacles or complications, in
other words, a smooth journey. What are then, if any,
the complications or obstacles in the redesign of the
new Nørreport.

When dealing with descending staircases, often seen
in combinations with metros, they often become hard
to see within a dense urban space. In the case of this
redesign of Nørreport the descending staircases are
very anonymous within the urban space. This issue
would need to be addressed in a further development
of the New Nørreport redesign.

When designing for a complex site such as Nørreport
regarding infrastructure, there exist a prioritisation of
transport modes. The tendencies of today are the up
prioritisation of public transport. The is also evident
in the project brief from the Copenhagen Municipality
for the redesign of Nørreport in their choice for the
new traffic solution – private transportation modes
are down prioritised. This hierarchy of transportation
modes is also reflected in this project. Public transportation has to be encouraged and thus need to be
prioritised.

Nørreport is a multilayered transport node which
enables it to work within a dense urban space. The
understanding of this also gives insight in the functional layout and thus promotes easy orientation on
Nørreport. A consideration for this can be seen with
openings in connection with some of the ventilation
ducts. Here it is possible from the central square to
see the platform to the regional trains which gives an
understanding of some of the layers within this transport node. This of course is in a small scale compared
to other proposals seen. This is an element of the
design which can be explored, and further perfected
for establishing an even better connection between
over- and underground.
Another crucial transport mode when creating a more
seamless Nørreport is the bicycle. Especially the
bicycle parking is at the current Nørreport a big inconvenience. With bicycle parking positioned above
ground level and possible to access on-bike this could
make the difference from chaos and inconvenience to
clear intentions and delight. Though bicycle parking is
accessible on-bike for 74% of the cyclist using Nørreport the cyclists coming from Fredriksborggade have
to access the bicycle parking facilities by stairs accomplished by steady ramps. This can be seen as a
problem, but it has to be taken into consideration that
the access from this street to the bicycle storage has
a pedestrian zone between it. The chosen solution
encourages the cyclist to become a pedestrian and
thus avoiding collision.

Everybody using public transportation on Nørreport
will at some time become a pedestrian, which makes
this a key transportation mode, in creating a seamless experience of travel, for the users of Nørreport.
Here there are two main issues to consider – the
shortest way possible to ones destination and clear
orientation. The creation of the Central Square is a
direct result of these considerations. Here there is a
clear line of sight from the descending staircases of
the main regional train, S-train and the Metro. It is
also possible to take the shortest way possible from
main staircase to main staircase and to any of the
side streets towards the city centre. The problematic issues exist within the physical connection to the
Metro and the visibility of the main descending staircases.
The steps taken towards creating a better physical
connection to the metro is the introduction of a wide
zebra crossing. This in terms extends the central
square and helps bring the metro into the entity of
Nørreport. But still it remains partly excluded from the
new peninsula of Nørreport created by the new traffic
solution.
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In the creation of any urban space the possibility of
unsafe environments occurring must be evaluated.
Avoiding narrow passages, tunnels, underground
bicycle parking and poorly lit up spaces have been
the key steps taken towards making the users of the

New Nørreport feel safe. For example the creation of
a bigger and open concourse level is partly a step in
creating the feeling of a safer environment. The most
problematic spaces regarding the feeling of safety
are under the bicycle parking structures. It is the hope
that wide passages, sufficient lighting, and the placement of kiosk functions can secure that people feel
safe.
In combination with many newer infrastructural projects of a certain scale the choice of material often
cause a sense of ownership with a set of strict rules
to be obeyed. It has in this redesign been sought to
avoid this. The owners of Nørreport are the public
and they should feel that this is a functional place
which can be explored and used in many ways not
only for transportation. The creation of a tribune with
red stadium seats is part of the plan for encouraging
people to view Nørreport as much more than a space
of transportation.
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